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1.

Product Overview

1.1 Product Profile
VISO SYSTEM Linux series of face recognition terminal is a collection of face recognition, body
temperature detection, access control attendance and other multi-functional products. Support face,
swipe card, work number, password verification methods, support human body temperature
screening and alarm, face recognition control access control electric lock, office face recognition
attendance, can be used in buildings, enterprises, office buildings, financial outlets, key area
protection and other places.

1.2 Product Function
l
Support device wake-up function, when there are people near, the device automatically
wake up.
l
Using a 7-inch LCD screen, display software interface and operation tips and face frame,
real-time face detection (support local video preview).
l
Using 2 million wide angle binocular camera.
l
Support photo, video anti-fake function.
l facial recognition distance max support 2.2 m; adapt 1.4 m ~1.9 m height range.
l
Using deep learning algorithm, it supports 30,000 face capacity, fast recognition speed and
higher accuracy.
l
Can support the storage of 30,000 events.
l
Support multiple authentication methods.
l
face alignment time ≤0.3 s/ people, face verification accuracy ≥99%.
l
upload data to the cloud platform through the network.
l The result of device-side comparison and the photos captured by linkage can be uploaded
to the cloud platform in real time.
l
Import personnel information locally via the platform.
l
It can be operated on a single machine in off-grid mode.
l
Local login background management, query, set device parameters.

2.

Network connection description

2.1 Direct equipment

The device and computer are connected directly through the network cable, and the IP address of
the computer needs to be modified to 1 network segment (modification method) before it can be set
up through web management.
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2.2 LAN connectivity

Face
Recognition
Terminal

Both devices and computers are connected to the same router (in the same network segment), and
devices and computers obtain IP addresses from the router.

3.

Web side configuration operations

As you can configure and manipulate settings through your browser, this chapter specifies the
configuration and logic on the Web side.

3.1 Login Web Management Page
1、 By viewing the IP address displayed on the device display
2、 Type the device's IP address and port number 8080(192.168. xxx .xxx：8080) in the computer
browser(eg. http://192.168.1.100:8080) ,Press ente;r
3、 First login requires an account password (username default admin, immutable)
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4、 Set security issues, you can retrieve the account password through security issues.

5、 settings complete, click ok, go to the web management page.
6、 When entering the management page(eg. http://192.168.1.100:8080) again, on the login page,
you can select the language and retrieve the password.
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3.2 Video preview
Click the start preview button below the window to see the real-time video of the device and the
captured picture.

3.3 System
3.3.1

System setup

Contains basic system information, time configuration, logo settings

3.3.1.1

Basic information

The device name and device number can be set
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You can query the various versions of the device

3.3.1.2

Time configuration

NTP school hours
1、Configure server IP address, port number, update cycle, and time zone;
2、Check NTP Enable;
3、Click "Save" and the settings take effect.
Manual calibration
1. set the time of the device manually, the device will rely on the RCT circuit to automatically timing
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after the setting is completed.
2. check synchronizes with computer time, the device will automatically synchronize the current
time and time zone from this computer.
3. click "Save ", the settings take effect.

3.3.1.3

Logo settings

The logo you can add logo, to this page is displayed in the upper left corner of the page.
Logo picture is 150*50 transparent background png format picture.

3.3.2

System maintenance

Including the equipment upgrade, temperature measurement module upgrade, setting language
and so on.

3.3.2.1

Upgrade maintenance
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Language: Language on this management page only
Restore factory settings: simple factory settings for the equipment, this operation only restore settings,
will not empty the face and recognition records in the equipment.
Upgrade: Click Browse to select the upgrade file, click Upgrade to upgrade the device system.

3.3.2.2

Temperature measurement module upgrade

Upgrade temperature measurement module

3.3.3

User management

Select username, click modify, you can modify login password
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3.4 Network
Network connection for devices can be set

3.4.1

Wired network connection

3.4.1.1

Automatic acquisition IP address

the device automatically acquires the IP address from the router by DHCP. The device will use the
default address 192.168.1.100 if DHCP device does not connect to the router or if the router does not
have DHCP open function that causes the IP address to be unavailable

3.4.1.2

IP address manually

manually specify IP address for the device
Click on the test to test whether the specified IP address is occupied by other devices.

3.4.2

WIFI connection

3.4.2.1

Wireless Network Card Mode

If the device WIFI connected to the Internet through a wireless network card, choose this mode fill in
the SSID and password of WIFI network, click save.
WIFI connection can only get IP address automatically, not manually specified IP.
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3.4.2.2

Hot Mode

Equipment sharing WIFI hot spots, other devices connected to this hot spot can manage the
equipment
set the SSID and password for WIFI hot spots, click save.
P S ： the use of hot mode, devices such as devices and mobile phones can be connected point-topoint, through mobile phones and other devices to manage access control machines.

3.5 Video audio frequency
The rate of the real-time video can be set.
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3.6 Image
3.6.1

Display Settings

Set the image brightness, contrast, saturation, etc.

3.6.2

OSD settings

1. can set the device name, date, week and so on display (here setting is not the default display on
the screen time and date, is another display time and date, it is recommended not to enable)
2. can stack custom fields at four locations on the screen, such as installation location, device name,
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etc

3.6.3

ROI of face capture

The area where the face can be captured

3.6.4

Exposure area ROI

The area of exposure can be plotted

3.7 Intelligent analysis
3.7.1

Grab Map Configuration
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l

Target Picture Settings
Target picture
1. grab picture has custom, big head picture, half body picture, whole body picture four picture
size choice
2、 You can also set a fixed pixel size by specifying the width and height of the grab.
3、 Click "Save" and the settings take effect.

l

Temperature setting
Check the infrared image display, the product screen will display the infrared image, otherwise turn
off the infrared image.

l

Property Analysis Settings
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1. attribute analysis refers to the property of detecting whether the body is mild or not wearing a
mask.
2. can change the time of repeated detection properties by setting the property analysis interval.
3. the property analysis is cancelled; the device will no longer detect body temperature and wear a
mask.
4. check or cancel the body temperature test attribute mask detection attribute, you can open or
close the body temperature and mask detection. After closing the attribute analysis, related functions
(such as mask access control, etc.) will also fail.
5. click "Save ", the settings take effect.
l

Identification settings

The recognition interval, that is, the interval of face recognition, can be set. (Effective for face
recognition only, invalid for attribute analysis)
Draw a trace box: A red trace box with face recognition attributes is displayed on the interface
Open attendance record storage: check to save attendance data records, check not to save
attendance identification records.

3.7.2

Threshold setting

The parameter setting of face recognition algorithm, keep the default value, do not change at will.

3.7.3

Service Type and Server Settings

After setting the server's connection, port, app Key ,appSecret and other parameters, the device
can upload the data to the specified server.
while supporting http and mqtt upload.
P S ： use this function, the server needs to do docking according to the http protocol of the
device.

3.7.4

Panel settings

3.7.4.1

Panel UI settings
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display IP address: display the IP address of the device on the interface (including network type:
wired, wireless, hot spots, etc.)
Display MAC address: Display device MAC address on interface
Number of persons registered: Number of persons registered on this device
Display face frame: face tracking box with white lines around the face
Display best recognition area: Face recognition area with round blue lines on the device interface
Display recognition results: After the registered face is recognized, the face and recognition time
will be displayed on the right side of the screen.
Display Body Temperature: Display Body Temperature Measurement Values on Screen
Language: The language displayed on the device interface, including text and voice prompts.
Phonetic gender: Select male/female voice that prompts the voice (some languages do not have
male voice, there may be no voice after selection)
Temperature unit: Set the temperature unit displayed on the device interface: degrees Celsius or
Fahrenheit
Lower temperature threshold: You can set lower temperature, below this temperature value, will
indicate abnormal temperature
Upper body temperature threshold: You can set the upper body temperature limit, above this
temperature value will indicate hyperthermia or abnormal body temperature
body temperature calibration: affected by the environment, etc., if there is a difference between
the temperature detected by the device and the actual temperature value, the temperature value
displayed on the interface can be corrected by this option.
Volume: The volume of the voice prompt, if you want to mute, you can set the volume to 0.

3.7.4.2

Unlock condition
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There are three types of access control mode can be freely combined, the specific combination
and open the door as follows:
Body temperature access mode: as long as the body temperature meets the set conditions of
registration can open the door.
Mask access control mode: only the registered person wearing the mask can open the door.
Visitor access mode: Anyone can open the door regardless of body temperature and mask
conditions.
Body temperature + Visitors: No registration required, open the door as long as the body
temperature meets the set conditions.
masks + visitors: no registration required, just wear a mask to open the door.
Body Temperature + Mask: Registration personnel who meet both the temperature setting and
wearing the mask can open the door.
Temperature + Mask + Visitors: No need to register, just meet the temperature setting conditions
and wear a mask to open the door.
Do not choose: at the same time meet the temperature setting conditions and wear a mask, and
in the whitelist or authority group registered to open the door. For methods and instructions for
adding whitelist and permission groups, see the "People Management" section of the user
manual.

3.7.4.3

l

Other settings

Panel background picture setting
You can add a background picture on the LCD screen of the device, or you can delete the original
added background picture.
Background pictures will be displayed on the upper level of the video, background pictures in
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addition to the necessary patterns, need to be designed as a transparent background PNG picture,
image resolution 600*1024
l

Voice and Picture Settings
single warning: the same person in the same recognition (face does not leave the lens), the voice
and UI interface only prompted once.
In vivo authentication: Property detection function for opening and closing in vivo

l

Scene mode

You can customize the screen interface display and voice prompt when you are not wearing a mask
or when the temperature is abnormal in scene mode.
1、 Check on any scenario mode
2、 Click the Browse button after the image setting, and the image displayed when the scene
setting triggers the scene
3、 Click the Browse button at the back of the prompt settings to set the prompt tone played when
the scene is triggered
4、 click save, confirm effective.
5、 When qualified, the device displays and broadcasts the set picture and voice.
mask scene: when the mask is detected, display and broadcast the set mask scene pictures and
voice.
Temperature measurement scene: when the temperature is abnormal, display and broadcast the
set temperature measurement scene picture and voice.
Passage Scene: When the temperature and mask are normal, display and broadcast the set passage
scene pictures and voice.
Live scene: When a face is detected as non-living, display and broadcast the set of popular scene
pictures and voice.
phonetic pronunciation of scene mode does not change with the setting of UI interface language.
important: dual color L ED alarm lamp is controlled by scene mode, must turn on scene mode, L
ED alarm lamp will work normally.

3.8 Face bank
3.8.1

Add face
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1、First name, work number, ID number, picture (face photo) is required, the range of work number
is 1~99999999; other information can be selected;
2、Click "Add Face" and the face data is saved to the device end.

3.8.2

Manager's face

Modification: Modify the name, gender, age and other face information.
Delete: delete this face data
Management: Add, view and modify face images

